
CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 
 

This chapter will present conclusions and suggestions from the research 

findings and discussion. This chapter also demonstrates the result from the data 

analysis. 

 

5.1       Conclusion 

 
Based on the research finding, it can be concluded as the following: 

 
1. The students translated two abstract texts well. From 15 students, they 

translated two abstract texts with translation method that was the best 

method according to them. After the test analyzed based on scoring 

rubric – Translation into Foreign Language, the researcher found their 

methods in translating it, five students used communicative 

translation; seven students used semantic translation; two students 

used idiomatic translation and the last only one student used faithful 

translation. 

2. From 15 students that are given a test, only five students who got a 

high score, they were student 2, student 10, student 11, student 13 and 

student 14. Among them, the highest score is 28 and the lowest score 

is 25. These five students belong to use communicative method. This 

result reinforced after the researcher interviewing them. Besides, from 

the result of interview, they also gave their reason why they used that 

method in translating two abstract texts of English journal. They 

provided variety reasons in choosing and applying translation
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methods. Most of the students’ reasons were because communicative 

method easy to do and suitable for the text. So, the researcher can 

conclude that the suitability and the easy of a method became the priority 

in utilizing method for translation. 

 
 

5.2       Suggestion 
 

In the end, the researcher gives some suggestion related to the 

result of this research, they are: 

1.    For the lecturers 

 
The lecturers are suggested to keep on trying to make an effort in 

improving students’ translation skill especially in translating any kind of 

abstract research of English journal. The lecturers can give more 

explanation and practice about the utility of different translation method in 

translating any kind of abstract research of English journal. By applying 

this practice will enhance students' ability in translating so that the students 

can comprehend the content in abstract text of research easily and quickly. 

2.   For the students 

 
For the students especially in English Education who will conduct a 

thesis in the last semester, it is suggested to learn more about kind of 

translation method to translate abstract text of English journal, in order to can 

improve their skill in translating. Besides, the students are suggested to find 

out best method in translating this kind of the text so they can minimize time 

in translating abstract text of research and can understand well about the 

content of it. 


